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Everything has a story. 
 
Stories are typically acknowledged as accounts of happenings: they tell or hint at events and ideas in 
a way that offers the reader – and often the writer – a glimpse into something other than what 
already is in their mind. Some provide information and revelations, or instead may confirm what you 
already know. Some are true, others are decidedly not. (But I am not here to tell you which.) 
 
Stories are not only supplementary, as a kind of nourishment for the mind, but are fundamental 
building blocks, the atoms and DNA of life. They are inescapable simply because they are already 
here, surrounding us, in motion, happening. The artwork I make, if not already strictly telling a story, 
is at least suggestive of one. (As all artwork is; there is a before, a now, and an after; a process, and a 
becoming.) This paper, too, is a story. 
 
The first section will navigate through the expansive world of the book, primarily as a format and 
repository for art. Despite its many incarnations as an art object itself, I am more interested in the 
content of its pages, particularly in relation to visual narrative. There are many familiar 
categorisations within this area, from picture books, to comics and graphic novels, to artist’s books. 
Within the context of contemporary art, these labels have often felt difficult and somewhat stifling 
for my own work, as I both borrow and diverge from each of these nuanced forms. Here, I will 
sample a number of artists working with books, imagery, and words – with one or a combination of 
the three – to help locate myself within this wide world of narrative. 
 
The following section of this paper will look into place as an important aspect informing my work, 
specifically that of the suburbs. It is within this odd space that I and many others call home that the 
subject matter of my artwork takes place, amongst the conflicting and co-existing zones of nature 
and urban, real and imagined. Journeying through this environment also uncovers inherent ties with 
the uncanny; new and unusual things reveal themselves in this seemingly ordinary and familiar space 
through observation, exploration, and no small amount of healthy speculation. It is key to point out 
that these are important when engaging in your environment, when learning to know (and 
appreciate) your home.  
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Finally, this paper is a story about stories. Specifically, mine. I will offer some thoughts on the 
creation of my own work, especially on the importance of balancing the written word and the drawn 
image. I aim to recognise both, unequivocally, as art, and assure one is not subservient to the other. 
It is a fine line. Or rather, many fine lines.  
 
Here, then, to a few more…  
 
 
Chapter One: Books & Narrative in Art 
I 
The world of the book is a vast one, and rightfully so, as a book itself can contain many worlds. How 
many times have we heard of the ability of books to transport us? I know I can simply look at certain 
novels and remember hints of the first time I read them, the chairs I curled up in and the windows 
they were framed by. They’re not only capable of showing us new, different worlds, but our own 
past worlds too. Reading a book is an intimate process. We bring a little of ourselves to each reading, 
even if we don’t realise it; the images and thoughts that arise are at once ours, but not ours, and 
they become something new.1 It is a rather magical thing.  
 
The classic format of the book as we know it – sheets of paper bound together – originated from the 
codex of Ancient Rome, over two thousand years ago.2 They have since remained prevalent and 
popular, going from hand-made illuminated manuscripts, to the late-Medieval invention of movable 
type, to mass production by the nineteenth century, and then beyond the world of turning pages, as 
audiobooks and e-books on digital screens. Considering its age, the standard form of the book has 
changed very little, but as production itself evolved throughout this time, so too did its relationship 
with art. Even the early dissemination of books closely mirrors that of art in their prevalent purpose 
as religious text. Their use in this way, of conveying allegory and message, means that they have 
always lent themselves as a format for storytelling. It is in their roots. Equally, just like an artwork, a 
well-designed, attractive book has always required time and effort to make, and has been 
considered a valuable object in its own right – and, in the last century in particular, as an art object 
                                               
1 Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, trans. Maria Jolas (New York: Penguin Group, 2014), 8. 
2 James Bettley, ed., The Art of the Book: From Medieval Manuscript to Graphic Novel (London: V&A 
Publications, 2001), 56. 
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itself. However, my core focus is not on the physical, outward-facing structure of a book, but rather 
its intimate insides.  
 
II 
So how exactly do books hold art within their pages? The most obvious answer is imagery in the 
form of illustration, and its predecessor illumination, the purpose of which was “to make the 
[accompanying] text easier to read and more comprehensible”3, providing structure as well as 
depictions of the related subject matter. Despite ‘illustration’ having its roots in the Latin illustrare – 
to light up4 – it is often something of a dirty word when used within the contemporary art world. In 
its supposed role as a directly representational image, something to merely accompany a set text as 
additional ornamentation, it can be interpreted as a kind of secondary creative work. Such 
“‘obedient’ illustration”5 is not necessarily less original, but it is also not quite the type of work I’m 
aiming for. Regardless, I often find illustration a fine word, and an especially succinct one, to 
describe my own drawn work – after all, much art aims to shed light upon a certain idea, a particular 
subject. (Perhaps, more than we think, artists are illustrators, and vice versa. We all aim for 
something illustrious.) It is no longer about simply separating and representing, as in classic 
illumination, but conjoining, juxtaposing, overlaying… Images and written text are able to convey 
meaning in distinctly different ways, and when experienced together they allow for wider, and 
perhaps deeper, understanding of a whole idea.6 
 
It is often implied that illustrated materials are (only) intended for children, and therefore inferior in 
one way or another. However, art is stereotypically a ‘mature’ interest, so surely the consumption of 
images cannot be quite so easily disregarded as a lesser pursuit, even in books. And illustrated 
volumes have always been special – not only personally, but historically, too. One of the “important 
aspect[s] to decoration … was to create a special work;”7 they were to be held in the highest regard. 
It is an interesting contrast with the abundance of ‘picture books’ available to us now, and their 
common allocation as children’s books. These usually short, large-format books with more images 
than text may seem simple, but some of the best things in life are simple – deceptively so. The work I 
make differs in some regards from that of children’s books – primarily that my target audience is not 
                                               
3 Bettley, The Art of the Book, 14. 
4 “Illustrate,” Merriam-Webster, 2017, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/illustrate. 
5 William Cole, “The Book & the Artist: Rethinking the Traditional Order,” Word & Image, 8, no. 4 (1992): 380. 
doi: 10.1080/02666286.1992.10435849 
6 Cole, “The Book & the Artist,” 381. 
7 Bettley, The Art of the Book, 14. 
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necessarily a younger one. But it is a fine thing to appeal to children; “only the best is good enough 
for the [minds] of tomorrow.”8  
 
The apparent step up (and maybe sideways) from picture books is the graphic novel, which first 
borrows from the history of strip-cartoons and comic books. Comics in particular have made a 
resurgence as one of the most popular forms of visual storytelling. Where once the target audience 
seemed niche, it is now ever-expanding into everyday culture. They are recognised as “a literary and 
visual phenomenon”9 in their own right, and a key development of visual storytelling in the 
twentieth century. The typical contents of a comic are “organised by frames that direct … our 
reading,”10 featuring sequential panels across a page which guide the eye to move quickly or linger 
on specific images and parts of a narrative depending on the size, placement, and of course textual 
and visual material of each section. They make for a “dynamic form of visual storytelling,”11 and have 
progressed over time into respected, “sophisticated works of graphic literature.”12 From here, the 
‘graphic novel’ is born. With a narrative conveyed primarily through images, it is usually only 
differentiated from a ‘comic book’ by being longer, and typically “aimed at an adult readership.”13 
They also often allow for more experimental approaches to storytelling. 
 
Looking at these formats, there are multiple ways that image and word can combine on the page to 
tell a story – and they are often sectioned off in slightly pedantic ways. For this reason, it is difficult 
to describe my own work among them: a book with pictures, yes, but not a picture book. A comic? 
No, although I borrow the use of panels. And it doesn’t feature the single linear story of a novel, 
graphic or otherwise. It is something of all these and none of them, too. But moving into the world 
of art allows for some freedom between forms. 
 
III 
As we frequently observe in visual art, words aren’t always required to tell a story. A single image is 
capable of implying narrative – there was and always will be “something before and after the 
image.”14 Often an image appears “as climax, allowing the viewer to regard it as the key, or even 
                                               
8 Bettley, The Art of the Book, 97. 
9 Bettley, The Art of the Book, 123. 
10 Johanna Drucker, “Graphic Devices: Narration and Navigation,” Narrative 16, no. 2 (May 2008): 128, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/30219279. 
11 Bettley, The Art of the Book, 120. 
12 Bettley, The Art of the Book, 122. 
13 Bettley, The Art of the Book, 135. 
14 Noel Sanders, “Angles on the Image,” in Communication and Culture: An Introduction, ed. Gunther Kress 
(Kensington: New South Wales University Press, 1988), 140. 
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keyhole”15 into further meaning, further story. If it is the keyhole, then I imagine the viewer is the 
key; our mind is capable of turning the lock and discovering what exactly the image could be leading 
to, uncovering each little detail to suggest something more about the whole of a picture. 
 
 
Figure 1  Kara Walker, Gone: An Historical Romance of a Civil War as it Occurred b'tween the Dusky Thighs of One Young 
Negress and Her Heart, 1994.  
 
The idea of narrative can clearly be seen in artworks like Kara Walker’s large cut-out silhouette 
pieces. Her elaborately titled Gone: An Historical Romance of a Civil War as It Occurred b'tween the 
Dusky Thighs of One Young Negress and Her Heart (1994) (see fig. 1) unfolds across the wall, and as 
such is ‘read’ the same way you would read, left to right, a piece of text. Within the sequence of 
images, each individual figure and segment implies its own narrative, but when items are placed 
together, whether word and image or otherwise, our minds automatically seek a connection. When 
looking at these life-size cut-outs, “caricatures of antebellum figures arranged ... in uncanny, sexual, 
and violent scenarios,”16 the stylistic use of paper silhouettes makes them seem a fairy tale gone 
horribly awry. In critiquing “historical narratives of slavery and the ongoing perpetuation of ethnic 
stereotypes”17 in this way, one of Freud’s many definitions of the uncanny is crucial and almost 
                                               
15 Sanders, “Angles on the Image”, 140. 
16 “Gone: An Historical Romance of a Civil War as It Occurred b'tween the Dusky Thighs of One Young Negress 
and Her Heart,” Museum of Modern Art, accessed July 26,2017, 
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/110565. 
17 “Gone: An Historical Romance,” MoMA. 
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paradoxical here, as “what ought to have remained secret and hidden ... has come to light”18 in 
Walker’s dark silhouettes. They remain shadowed, but are hardly ambiguous. 
 
Within this, and other works, Walker addresses the powerful nature of storytelling. Particularly in 
Western history, personal narrative has largely been reserved for key white male figures. So the 
ability to tell tales, however fantastical, from any voice and view, is one of the most empowering 
things about storytelling. As it falls from someone’s lips, or from someone’s fingers, a tale is 
immediately real – it has been told, has been laid out in front of us and absorbed – whether it is true 
or not. There is then an interesting play between absence and presence in the work, very much 
conscious of what has and hasn’t been said and “of the spaces between”19 in both a visual and 
conceptual way. This is also something we see, on the other hand, in the world of the word…  
 
IV 
Going back to the page, we mustn’t ignore the role of words and the importance of typography in 
the realm of storytelling, and also as “one of the fundamental book arts.”20 It is not only the carefully 
chosen word and its meaning which represents creative endeavour but also the way a word looks, its 
placement on the page. It can be related to the format of comic strips/graphic novels, where the 
spacing, shape and size of panels usually determines the importance, the impact, and the amount of 
time spent focused on one aspect of a whole work.  
 
Aesthetically, much of the written aspect of the book-work I make has a closer relationship to poetry 
than any other form of writing. The way that poetry is set out, in lines that break apart according to 
a certain rhythm or emphasis, means that “it tends to retain a visual relationship to ... the 
dramatisation of silence.”21 This silence is something which mostly takes form in the negative space 
on a page – something which functions well when it comes to impactful storytelling. Within words 
and sentences there is an inherent relationship between positive and negative space (much like any 
kind of artwork, from drawing to sculpture) which not only allows for aesthetic flair, but for 
understanding. As Pierre Macherey states, “The speech of a book comes from a certain silence … a 
certain absence, without which it would not exist.”22 
 
 
                                               
18 Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2003), 108. 
19 Sanders, “Angles on the Image”, 141. 
20 Bettley, The Art of the Book, 144. 
21 Bettley, The Art of the Book, 145. 
22 Royle, The Uncanny, 279. 
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With absolutely no negative space, you of course get                                                                                       . 
 
If you use too little space, wordsarepushedtogetherlikefranticfigures – and if you give them a lot of  
 
space,        they 
 
                              free               e 
float                            ly,                      each          word                (each      l        t    t 
                                                                                                                                                     e     r  , 
                                                                                                                                                              even) 
given                room                   to   breathe. 
 
Much like punctuation typically allows for the pacing and coherence of a sentence, the interplay of 
space takes it to another level. Jacques Derrida writes that “Without interruption – between letters, 
words, sentences, books – no signification could be awakened.”23 
 
 
                                               
23 Royle, The Uncanny, 321. 
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Figure 2  Emily Floyd, It’s because I talk too much that I do nothing, 2002. 
 
The importance of this absence becomes especially evident in artwork such as Emily Floyd’s It’s 
because I talk too much that I do nothing (2002) (see fig. 2), where words are lifted off the page and 
become three-dimensional objects. Here, the sculptures “illustrate the spatial geography” of 
Dostoevsky’s novel Crime and Punishment and Camus’ The Outsider, with words and sentences 
branching out from them.24 In their sculptural form, the positive and negative space of each letter is 
greatly accentuated; each one is an important visual element which makes up a greater whole. 
There is also a stark contrast between the carefully lined up (and thoughtfully spaced) sentences 
which can be read and made sense of, and that of the vast pile of dark letters they emerge from, 
where meaning cannot be distinguished. In this case, the letters themselves converge to create a 
more structural form – a word bank, if you like, which you can imagine requires sifting through to 
form more words, position these into sentences, create a story. 
 
The words Floyd does give us, though, are evocative of narrative on their own. The relatively isolated 
“I murdered” (see fig. 3) feels like a key to some secret history; the ‘e’s lay on their sides, fallen 
figures. As Gaston Bachelard says, “Words are clamor-filled shells. There's many a story in the 
                                               
24 “Telling Tales: Emily Floyd,” Museum of Contemporary Art, accessed, July 26, 2017, 
https://www.mca.com.au/telling-tales/telling-tales-emily-floyd. 
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miniature of a single word! There are also great waves of silence that vibrate in poems.”25 Both of 
those features can be seen here: the words tell us one thing, but it is equally what is left unsaid, 
within the silence – the literal gaps between words, sentences – that some of the most important 
meaning can be taken.  
 
 
Figure 3  Emily Floyd, It’s because I talk too much that I do nothing (detail), 2002. 
 
One aim, then, for my own work is that not only imagery but words as well “are recorded on [the] 
page in a way that results in a work of art.”26 It is not so much that a single word becomes an 
artwork, in my case, but that their use is considered as part of the whole. Without images, it would 
be a completely different thing; as it would without words, too. 
 
V 
The final form of book I will address is that of the artist’s book. But what exactly is an ‘artist’s book’? 
The Art Libraries Society of the United Kingdom and Ireland has a fairly comprehensive definition:  
 
a book or book-like object in which an artist has had a major input beyond illustration or 
authorship: where the final appearance … owes much to an artist’s 
                                               
25 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 196. 
26 Bettley, The Art of the Book, 14. 
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interference/participation: where the book is the manifestation of an artist’s creativity: 
where the book is a work of art in itself.27 
 
Going by this seemingly all-encompassing definition, my own work is not quite an artist’s book. As 
written here, their status as an object is often highly considered; the physicality of how they are put 
together is usually just as important as their content, being more than “reproductions of existing 
work that merely use a book format”28 to display it. But this isn’t to say artist’s books aren’t capable 
of containing narrative. As previously discussed, the placement of words, images, any kind of 
content in the same space in a certain sequence suggests a relationship between these things. For 
example, Deidre Brollo’s artist’s book, Doubtful Sound, Or: The Lure of Gravity That We Cannot 
Refuse (2017) (see fig. 4), looks at gravity by exploring “narratives that pull in multiple directions.”29 
These “invisible force[s]”30 of our universe act much like the threads joining word and word, image 
and word, image and image. They are sometimes obvious, sometimes less so, but they’re always 
there, pulling things together and apart to create movement, meaning, suggest story. 
 
 
Figure 4  Deidre Brollo, Doubtful Sound, Or: The Lure of Gravity That We Cannot Refuse (interior), 2017 
 
                                               
27 Bettley, The Art of the Book, 164-165. 
28 Johanna Drucker, “The Self-Conscious Codex: Artists' Books and Electronic Media,” SubStance 26, no. 1 
(1997): 94. doi:10.2307/3684834. 
29 Deidre Brollo, “Doubtful Sound, Or: The Lure of Gravity That We Cannot Refuse,” accessed July 27, 2017, 
http://deidrebrollo.com/doubtful-sound. 
30 Brollo, “Doubtful Sound.” 
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There are limitations to the book as a repository for art, too. Firstly, they don’t exactly lend 
themselves to exhibit; in fact, exhibitions “are an essentially unnatural and incomplete way of 
confronting the objects.”31 Unlike most art forms, it is difficult for a book to be ‘viewed’ by more 
than one person a time. They are instead “designed for individual perusal,”32 and perhaps require 
longer attention than is usually afforded to an artwork on display. In its standard form, the book also 
has a restrictive size. But equally, this intimacy is one of the things I most admire about the book as a 
format. It allows for a moment of one-on-one contemplation, which lends itself very much to my 
ideas on connecting with the content – the strange suburbs – in a personal way. A large appeal, too, 
is in the enduring quality of the form; where much art can only be seen first-hand in specific places, 
over a specific time, a book can be more readily accessed.33 The average book does not pride itself in 
being out-of-reach of the everyday: because they are small, they are mobile; because they are made 
in multiple, they can be easily shared.34 It is, I believe, a nice way to send art into the world. Beyond 
any one time and space, “we still have books, and they give our daydreams countless dwelling-
places.”35 
 
 
Chapter Two: The Suburbs & Uncanny Imaginings 
I 
Place has become one of the defining influences on, and also features of, my work. Maybe that has 
been inevitable; “the space of a life becomes the life of a space,”36 and for over twenty-one years, I 
have lived in the same house, on the same street, in the same suburb, so it is impossible to 
disentangle myself from that life. Suburbia – and place itself – is a veritable mixing pot of history, of 
variegated meaning and experience, and for that reason it is – much like reading, and books – 
difficult to convey a universality of any of these things. Even the simple term of ‘the suburbs’ implies 
something different to everyone; it is not just one place, and it is not just a physical one, either.37 
                                               
31 Cole, “The Book & the Artist.” 380. 
32 Cole, “The Book & the Artist.” 380. 
33 Bettley, The Art of the Book, 187. 
34 Drucker, “The Self-Conscious Codex,” 104. 
35 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 46. 
36 Jane Rendell, “The Welsh Dresser,” in Site-Writing: The Architecture of Art Criticism (London: I.B.Tauris, 
2010), 121. 
37 Chris Healy, “Introduction,” in Beasts of Suburbia: Reinterpreting Cultures in Australian Suburbs, ed. Sarah 
Ferber, Chris Healy and Chris McAuliffe. (Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 1994), xiii. 
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They are ever-changing, too; the way we perceive our external spaces directly affects our internal 
space (ideas of self and not-self), and vice versa, and who among us can say we are the exact same 
person we were ten, five years ago? One, even?  
 
It is because of this personal, changing nature that I do not try to presume others feel the exact way 
I do about the suburbs and the things I encounter there, but there are undoubtedly some shared 
ideas, feelings, rituals… Equally, this is one of the constant fascinations of the suburbs. Over the 
years, I like to think I’ve accrued some intimate (and interesting) knowledge of my surrounding area; 
new and old, strange and familiar, real and imagined. These are the things that take shape within the 
stories of my project. 
 
II 
Overall, the suburbs are an odd space. Situated somewhere between city life and rural outskirts, 
they are a fusion of nature and urban infrastructure, stretches of dark road dividing tiled, terracotta, 
and tin-roof houses among areas of yellow-green. They are home – for me, for many – and therefore 
a site of interest. Historically, most suburbs were developed as a “refuge” from the pressures and 
problems of the city, to move people out of overcrowded streets and into (mostly) well-planned, 
open living spaces.38 But even from the 1950s, artists such as John Brack and Charles Blackman were 
depicting and critiquing the dull uniformity of the suburbs in a kind of existential examination of a 
new Australian identity.39 The typical imagery of rows of identical houses and tidy streets was, and 
is, certainly not a false depiction, but there is undoubtedly more than that if you look for it. The 
majority of established suburbs haven't maintained the perfect conformity and manicured 
appearance of their mid-20th century counterparts, and those that have are almost more strange 
than those that have grown, degraded, or otherwise changed over time. But regardless of how 
they’re presented, the familiarity of daily life in such a space provides a sense of comfort, of stability, 
and, ideally, of identity and attachment.40 For these reasons, suburbia becomes more than simply a 
concrete place (or a place of concrete), and transforms into a conceptual one, riddled with personal 
connections, certain ideals and traditions; often representing family, community life, and childhood. 
“Suburbs, like dreams, are made of desires and fears.”41 And equally, like dreams, they can act as an 
                                               
38 Fiona Allon, “The Nuclear Dream: Lucas Heights and Everyday Life in the Atomic Age,” in Ferber, et al., 
Beasts of Suburbia, 47. 
39 Tim Snowden, “Streets of Discontent: Artists and Suburbia in the 1950s,” in Ferber, et al., Beasts of Suburbia, 
83. 
40 Lucy Huskinson, “Introduction: The Urban Uncanny,” in The Urban Uncanny: a collection of interdisciplinary 
studies, ed. Lucy Huskinson (New York: Routledge, 2016), 3. 
41 Jean Duruz, “Suburban Gardens: Cultural Notes,” in Ferber, et al., Beasts of Suburbia,212. 
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escape – not only from the city, but perhaps from reality, too.42 It is exactly their placement on the 
boundary which makes them so compelling, and prone to weird and wonderful contradictions. 
 
III 
There has been, and probably always will be, much debate surrounding the impact and 
encroachment of human development on all that is ‘nature’. Past Australian artists considered the 
urban “as exerting a malevolent influence on society,”43 and it is well-documented how nature – that 
wild and beautiful thing – has been lauded over centuries of Western society. The natural world is 
regarded as “something to protect and venerate … [where] we find ourselves better off, more 
relaxed”44 compared to the demands and structures of civilised life. It is easy to imagine a strict 
division between the oft-believed “irreconcilably opposed”45 worlds of nature and civilisation. But 
the suburbs threaten such a division. They function, physically and ideologically, as a kind of 
‘between’ space, and allow for an especially interesting mix of several supposed dichotomies.  
 
It doesn’t take much to realise these opposing forces really aren't as contradictory or clearly defined 
as we might initially think. There is an abundance of ‘wildlife’ right on the doorstep of our homes 
(and often within them, too). Sure, we have our fenced-in yards. But how many people consider this 
their own little patch of nature? What birds have you seen flit over the fence, unaffected by these 
supposed boundaries? I know I have witnessed a multitude, although they are regularly chased out 
by the reigning noisy miners. (They, too, believe in reinforcing their own zones.) How many times 
have you found a spider in the corner of a room? Do you have house plants, welcome or otherwise? 
My own home is starting to age; heavy rain can and will leak through the window frames, the back 
door, and the archway in the kitchen where, this year, we had mushrooms grow from the wall! I 
didn't believe my sister at first when she told me, but there they were: a perfect reminder that 
‘nature’ is perfectly at home where we are.  
 
It is also a nice reminder that nature is not necessarily some refined creature or environment to look 
up to. It shouldn’t necessarily demand our reverence, but it often deserves our attention. Like 
anything else, it can be admired, but “it can be grotesque, it can be cruel, and it can be comical”46 as 
well. My wall-mushrooms certainly weren’t beautiful; I found them both a little bit disgusting and 
                                               
42 Healy, “Introduction,” xiv – xvii. 
43 Snowden, “Streets of Discontent,” 85. 
44 Lucy Huskinson, “Pathologizing the city: archetypal psychology and the built environment,” in Huskinson, 
The Urban Uncanny, 109. 
45 Nathanael Johnson, Unseen City: The Majesty of Pigeons, the Discreet Charm of Snails & Other Wonders of 
the Urban Wilderness (New York: Rodale Books, 2016), 198. 
46 Johnson, Unseen City, xix. 
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highly amusing, which is not dissimilar to the feeling that arises when I see an ugly building, or a 
particularly outrageous piece of fashion. But these conflicting feelings and values are often what 
make something so fascinating. “Indeed, everything comes alive when contradictions accumulate,”47 
and within the familiar setting of home, of the suburbs, the convergence of these supposedly 
incompatible features allows for the most curious of encounters to occur. Equally, it is precisely this 
complete disregard for and breakdown of boundaries which provides a rich breeding ground for 
ideas of the uncanny.48 When the barriers between these things “are melting, sliding [and] re-
emerging”49 like they do in the suburbs, it is suddenly not so certain what is one thing or the other. 
 
IV 
An uncanny feeling can arise from a multitude of provocations, but it usually has to do with 
uncertainty – about a place, an experience, an object, yourself. Particularly, it features “a peculiar 
commingling of the familiar and unfamiliar.”50 Even moving through the marginal space of the 
suburbs, with its wide array of landscapes, there are inevitably common features between areas, but 
also inherently unique ones; things which may seem foreign, or exactly the same as your own known 
space. Just as experience in the suburbs can be distinctly individual, so too “everyone’s relation with 
the uncanny is in some sense their own and no one else’s.”51 It is therefore something which cannot 
readily be forced, especially into an image or story. It is best hinted at, and I can only draw from my 
own personal experiences and offer the idea to another individual, who could see something entirely 
different in it. But even this is a little uncanny – “for the simplest image is doubled; it is itself and 
something else than itself.”52 
 
In the world of the uncanny, it is not just that something appears strange – or particularly scary – but 
more of an underlying, unaccountable, unknown quality, even though they may be familiar in some 
respect. When a magpie turns to stare at me after I say hello, I wonder, did it understand? Lying in 
bed at night, I sometimes hear scampering on my roof. The rational mind says it must be a possum, 
but I have no way of actually knowing that. It remains elusive in the night, and I am left to imagine 
what could be out there, “in the uncertainties of silence, solitude and darkness.”53  
                                               
47 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 60. 
48 Royle, The Uncanny, vii. 
49 Victor Burgin, In/Different Spaces: Place and Memory in Visual Culture (Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1996), 155. 
50 Royle, The Uncanny, 1. 
51 Royle, The Uncanny, 26. 
52 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 118. 
53 Royle, The Uncanny, 2. 
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Figure 5  Laura Ford, Little Bird, 2011 
 
Both of these examples are to do with a kind of ‘other’, which is most often confronted as part of an 
encounter. The act of the encounter is frequently played out in the suburbs, and can also be seen 
represented in artworks like Laura Ford’s sculptural pieces, whose placement within the 
thoroughfares of everyday life create a rupture among that realm. This disruption of space is not 
simply an external happenstance, but it also enacts an emotional confrontation. A small, solitary 
figure like Little Bird (2011) (see fig. 5) shouldn’t seem as threatening as it does, but it is the 
questions it raises about what we know and what we don’t – about this other and our self, about our 
reality – which makes it so. Within the once familiar space of a city street, we are then faced with a 
“disturbance of what is proper”54 (or at least, what we might think is proper), and feelings of the 
uncanny arise. The ink-dark bird-child stares blind, and stands still, seems something out of a fairy 
tale, a poor cursed creature. But we don’t know that for certain – “the imagination can never say: 
was that all, for there is always more than meets the eye,”55 and the figure and its purpose remains 
elusive. 
 
                                               
54 Royle, The Uncanny, 1. 
55 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 107. 
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The hybrid figure is something which Ford frequently portrays, including in Keepers of the Wall 
(2016), where likewise each animal-human fusion “tread[s] ambiguously the line between the real 
and the fictitious”56. Here, multiple sculptures are positioned along the street, some sitting upon the 
‘Animal Wall’ outside Cardiff Castle, and some peering through the gallery windows of the Angel 
Hotel, directly opposite.57 Looking at those on the wall, we are met with a pensive panda-child, and 
two curious on-lookers of the pavement below; a leather-clad, rabbit-headed figure, and a wide-
eyed, owl-faced creature (see fig. 6). The texture and material physicality of these sculptures lends 
them a certain reality and again raises doubts; they wear shoes, and jackets. Are they truly only 
made of that soft felt, that coarse leather, or are they something – someone – else clothed in it? The 
uncertainty surrounding “their (perhaps hidden) vitality”58 is a time-honoured, uncanny fear: these 
lifeless objects might be more alive than we think.59 It is thus easy for our imagination to take over 
when faced with Ford’s eerily fanciful figures. Bachelard describes that  
 
... we shall see the imagination build 'walls' of impalpable shadows, comfort itself with the 
illusion of protection – or, just the contrary, tremble behind thick walls, mistrust the 
staunchest ramparts.60  
 
Here, we are confronted with creatures peering over a physical wall – can we trust it to keep us 
separate from these strange figures? Much like the stone sculptures already on the Wall, its 
foundation becomes an integral part of Ford’s figures; they surely cannot exist without its support.61 
Equally, they cannot exist as anything more without the attention of our imagination. 
 
                                               
56 Nadine K. Monem, “Laura Ford,” in Contemporary Textiles: the fabric of fine art, ed. Nadine K. Monem. 
(London: Black Dog Publishing, 2008), 142. 
57 “Keepers of the Wall: Laura Ford,” Cardiff Contemporary, accessed  June 15, 2017, 
http://www.cardiffcontemporary.co.uk/laura-ford/. 
58 Ashleigh Davis, “Thinking Space,” (unpublished essay, 2017), 5. 
59 Royle, The Uncanny, 139. 
60 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 27. 
61 Christof Trepesch, “Laura Ford and the Enigmatic Place,” 2016, 3. 
http://www.lauraford.net/images/uploads/2016_Text_Christof_Trepesch.pdf 
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Figure 6  Laura Ford Keepers of the Wall, 2016 
 
According to James Hillman, the soul of a place exists in specific sites, “such as parks, monuments, 
and gardens,”62 where personal and public memory mingle. As well as being regular suburban 
haunts, these are the sort of spaces Ford regularly situates her work within, and it is here that “our 
imaginations are most agitated.”63 In this state, it is not entirely unusual to see life in that which is 
supposedly lifeless, whether it be an historic statue or a fabricated figure, keeping watch upon a 
wall.64 When confronted with this strange other, we will certainly ask, ‘What are they?’ and ‘Why are 
they here?’ But we might also ask, ‘What am I? What am I to them, to this place?’ And perhaps, too, 
“'What else have I not noticed, what have I been missing?’”65 In the realm of the uncanny, these 
uncertainties remain “an enticing and daunting secret.”66 
 
                                               
62 Ruth Meyer, “Shadows over Oxford: memories, murder, mystery, and Morse,” in Huskinson, The Urban 
Uncanny, 40. 
63 Davis, “Thinking Space,” 5. 
64 Meyer, “Shadows over Oxford,” 40. 
65 Davis, “Thinking Space,” 6. 
66 Huskinson, “Introduction,” 6. 
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V 
But such encounters are enlightening, too; the uncanny has “the ability to shock us awake, to take 
notice of once hidden things”67 that we may not have otherwise given our attention.68 I have found 
that the key to gaining familiarity with your surrounds, to truly acknowledge a space – including its 
strange, ugly features – starts, very simply, by taking notice. Attention is sometimes all that is 
needed to uncover the secrets of a place; “attention by itself is an enlarging glass.”69 From this 
attention comes contemplation, followed by the act of reverie, which Gaston Bachelard champions 
as a crucial, creative way to participate with, and garner understanding of, the things around us. 
Within this reverie, the mind can be taken by an image, an object, a place, and its value is increased 
just by our thinking on it.70 The time and space we give to contemplation of a single something 
makes it immediately closer to us, even if it is something as distant as stars. 
 
Jerolmack writes that “while the child who takes heed of the birds around her might feel more 
connected to nature, she might also – or instead – feel more connected to her neighbourhood,”71 
and I have found that exact sentiment to be true. My love of place is admittedly not as community-
minded as it perhaps could be, but any brief interaction with birds undoubtedly makes me feel more 
at home. In my own suburb, the walks to and from the train station are often interspersed with swift 
greetings to magpies and cockatoos in the neighbours’ yards. When I travel elsewhere – whether it 
be somewhere in Sydney, as far away as Perth, or even across the sea – I am always comforted at 
the sight of a bird. 
 
And looking is just one way we connect; walking is an equally common and effective form of 
interacting with space. David Watson identifies “the surveillance which bare feet demands”72  in 
wandering through his suburbs as integral to the discovery of new and familiar things. His collection 
of photographs in New South Wonderland (2000) are all remnants of these contemplative walks, 
documenting the overlooked things we so regularly stumble past without a thought.73 Although out-
of-focus, each photograph offers a distinct perspective of place (see fig. 7); the soft blur rids trees, 
houses, entire landscapes, of detail, but instead captures “the light, a feeling, an impression.”74 
                                               
67 Davis, “Thinking Space,” 6. 
68 Huskinson, “Introduction”, 6. 
69 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 176. 
70 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 170. 
71 Johnson, Unseen City, 22. 
72 David Watson, “Precious Little: Traces of Australian Place and Belonging” (Masters diss., Sydney College of 
the Arts, 2004), 80. 
73 Watson, “Precious Little,” 10. 
74 Davis, “Thinking Space,” 7. 
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These wonderfully incomplete images hint at the true nature of knowing a place; even through 
contemplation, the unknown, the unusual, and the uncanny will not suddenly disappear. If anything, 
they only make themselves more obvious. 
 
 
Figure 7  David Watson, Yellow Flare (New South Wonderland), 2000 
 
Much like walking, Bachelard notes that the act of observation is a repetitive one, belonging “in the 
domain of ‘several times.’”75 Repetition of course allows for familiarity and understanding, but it is 
just as capable of producing that most uncanny of sensations: déjà vu. We look, and look again – 
haven’t we seen this before? Or is something different? Such doubt always invites imagination, and 
it flourishes when attempting to decipher that which is unclear. When looking at Watson’s 
landscapes, where detail is lost, the “recognition of absence”76 invites us to fill it, to make something 
of the blurred forms and colours of the landscape. “The imagination sharpens all of our senses”77 
and it is with this powerful tool that we can connect hidden things, make new meanings, and 
interact further with an environment. It is a fine thing to exercise, being “at once receptive and 
creative – an acoustic of listening and an art of participation,”78 which allows for interaction on a 
                                               
75 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 174. 
76 Watson, “Precious Little,” 9. 
77 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 107. 
78 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, xx. 
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completely different level. Here, the distinction between reality and imagination is not so clearly 
defined and, as James Donald argues, the spaces we inhabit are found somewhere “between the 
physical and psychological.”79 We no longer remain detached from a space which has prompted our 
contemplation, our imagination; we are inclined to explain the unknown and determine meaning “in 
a way that is real regarding our relationship with space – whether rational or not.”80 
 
It is difficult to know everything about a space. In fact, it is likely impossible. They can not only be in 
constant physical flux, like development amidst the suburbs, but our own “identifications and 
projections change [a] space and its value continually.”81 The way we perceive our environment is 
constantly shifting and evolving along with our personal state, and there will always remain some 
uncertainty around this. But we should not necessarily think badly on it. There is value in recognising 
“the vastness of the unknown,”82 that even a familiar a place – particularly a familiar place – can and 
will surprise us with something we’ve never noticed before, or forever shroud some hidden aspect 
of it. These new discoveries may not always be charming and beautiful, either; it may worry (how 
could you not have noticed that?), or disgust (those mushrooms...), or simply be strange and 
unexplainable. We may never uncover all the mysteries of a space. “But perhaps we can observe, 
walk, and imagine them for ourselves.”83 
 
 
Chapter Three: From Pavement to Page 
I 
As stated in the introduction of this paper, every artwork has a story; there is a beginning, a middle, 
and an end (which sometimes seems very far from reach). Starting at the very beginning of my own 
project, or even as a kind of prologue, many of my artistic ideas begin as a simple notation, 
photograph, or sketch of something I have just witnessed or experienced in daily life. Some of these 
recordings are very mundane, but before they have even touched a page or screen, they start to 
transform themselves in my mind. A simple line of thought or inquiry turns into a set of questions 
about whatever I have noted: what did I just see/hear/experience? What if it wasn’t that at all? Why 
                                               
79 Owen Evans, “Going underground: margins, dreams and dark spaces in Nimród Antal’s Kontroll (2003),” in 
Huskinson, The Urban Uncanny, 25. 
80 Davis, “Thinking Space,” 7. 
81 Burgin, In/Different Spaces, 98. 
82 Johnson, Unseen City, 77. 
83 Davis, “Thinking Space,” 8. 
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did it happen? What if it was because of this? This and that become the threads of an artwork, a 
story. 
 
II 
These short stories of mine (some of which are very short indeed – a single image long) find their 
home in a book since, as previously discussed, it is a perfect repository for works of image and text. 
One of the crucial elements of putting this together has been finding the balance between written 
word and drawn image. It is not a matter of one being supplementary to the other, but rather 
making sure they work together – are stronger together, really – to convey an idea.  
 
In a discussion I had earlier this year with other writers, it was mentioned how poets have to be 
particularly precise about their word choice; the order and the impact of such minimal use of 
language. I’ve been equally selective. It is astonishing how many times you can rewrite a single, six-
word phrase, “but words carry with them obligations”84 and the simplest change can impact 
emphasis and meaning. I am just as aware of this in images, too – not only in their placement on a 
page, but their content. The shifting of a shadow, for example, can change the mood and focal point 
of a scene.  
 
Much of my work is therefore rather considered, but that is not to say there aren’t happy accidents 
in how I have phrased or drawn something. In one piece, I write that “you will find yourself at a 
roundabout”. I was initially speaking about mere directions (i.e., ‘after this corner there is a 
roundabout’), but with that particular phrasing, it can be read differently - “you will find yourself” - 
and suddenly an idea of confronting your own shadowy double at a roundabout springs forth. It 
seemed immediately appropriate, what with ideas of directions and pathways, unfamiliar crossroads 
and U-turns in the vastness of the suburbs/life. 
 
In looking at the placement of images, I certainly take advantage of the panel format of comics and 
graphic novels. Already, “sequence and finitude [are] the two major structural features”85 of a book, 
and this natural narrative impetus acts out across the page, too. After years of (sometimes 
subliminal) exposure to visual/graphic language, a viewer can intuitively read the meaning of 
multiple images across a page. We easily recognise, for example, that a large picture means 
something different to a smaller one, that a sequence of events plays out when images are 
positioned one after the after, that they can guide your eye, and the ‘breaks’, or negative space, or 
                                               
84 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 99. 
85 Drucker, “The Self-Conscious Codex,” 94. 
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gutter between panels can represent a kind of passage of time. If every page was an image of the 
exact same size and shape, meaning would be conveyed in a very different way. Even positioning an 
image before, after, or alongside a piece of text affects the way one or the other is read.86 
 
Between my ‘longer’ stories are shorter ones, sometimes only individual images, which act as a kind 
of pause, another thing to contemplate, before delving into further. In a book, each turn of the page 
acts as “a slow unfolding of one space after another.”87 There is an aspect of suspense in anticipating 
and revealing what the next page may hold – in what could be hidden around the corner.88 It is, in 
this way, much like exploring the neighbourhood; you are led down one street, you might pause 
before the next corner, and then you keep going down a new one. Each street – each story – is 
different, but the experience and sequence of one step and one page after another means that they 
influence what you have seen and where you will go. 
 
III 
The subject of my work ranges from houses and streets to dreams, beaches, stars, shopping centres, 
train stations, and a whole host of facets and imaginings of suburban life. I cannot talk on all these 
things, but I will select a few. Perhaps one of the most crucial is birds: they signal the beginning and 
end of my book, and reoccur throughout. I personally find them endlessly interesting, but they also 
make useful storytelling devices – they are often not so familiar to people, like dogs or cats, that we 
feel especially comforted by them, but they are not so unfamiliar as to shock us. We’ve all seen 
them. But unless you are a keen bird-watcher, they also go unnoticed a lot of the time; we ignore 
and deride pigeons underfoot just as we miss those birds who fly and live far above our heads. And 
yet they are ever present in all sorts of environments; they are a fine representation for noticing that 
which goes unnoticed in our daily lives, and there is such a grand variety of them. 
 
I never mean to preach on subjects. Noticing birds is nice, but not necessary. Equally, pieces like my 
one on shopping centres, or the discovery of long-lost animals under train-line construction, are only 
meant to provoke consideration rather than outright critique. And, in the case of the shops, 
hopefully a fun one: the way we flock to shops of a weekend is amusing and, undeniably, a habit of 
our time. It is not right or wrong, but it is interesting to compare with other things, like churches. 
And as for urban development – well. That’s just what we do, out of apparent necessity. I point 
these things out because once we do take notice of the interesting things and other lives around us, 
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it invites us “not to stop building and living, but just to be a little more thoughtful in the way that we 
live.”89 
 
Houses and the idea of home, too, is something ever-prevalent in the function and background of 
the suburbs, and in my own stories. “No dreamer ever remains indifferent for long to a picture of a 
house,”90 and the one I’ve featured most heavily is (seemingly) abandoned, rife for imaginings. 
Houses are made to be lived in, and most often when we think of them we think of home, of 
comfort. But there is no comfort in an empty house; there is, instead, something inherently wrong 
about it. The idea arose from living for several years next to a house which had residents come and 
go sporadically, leaving it as an apparently abandoned shell for long stretches of time. As a child, it 
was not so much scary as intriguing, trying to figure out if someone did live there or not. But it is 
unsurprising that, for all their familiarity, one of “the most recognisable of uncanny motifs is the 
haunted house.”91 
 
Although much of the content of my stories is directly inspired and triggered by experiences of my 
own, I have found – and hope to continue to find – that others can find threads of their own truth, 
their own experience in them. I was, for example, pleasantly surprised about a week after I wrote my 
own story featuring fallen stars as lights in windows to read that Bachelard wrote on similar ideas; 
on the distant, all-seeing beacon “of the lamp that glows in the window.”92 For something as solitary 
as imagining, of writing, and of creating art, it is a comforting thought that such singular ideas can 
resonate, and more importantly can then be shared.  
 
Stories only truly live, after all, once someone else has been told them. 
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Appendix 
 
A selection of images of the completed artwork: 
 
 
 
 
Wanderings (cover) 
28 
 
 
“Birds (Part One)” spread in Wanderings, digital 
 
 
"Catching Stars” detail, digital 
29 
 
 
"Déjà Rue" spread, digital 
 
 
"Déjà Rue" spread, printed 
 
30 
 
 
A glimpse of "A Discovery" and other stories 
 
 
Wanderings on display at the Undergraduate Degree Show, Sydney College of the Arts, November 2017 
 
